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PRESENTATION
Operator
Good morning ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for standing by and welcome to
the Far Point and Global Blue conference call. We appreciate everyone joining us
today. The information discussed today is qualified, in its entirety, by the Form 8K
that has been filed today by Far Point and may be accessed on the SEC’s website,
including the exhibits there too.
Please note that the press release issued this morning and the related SEC
documents can also be found on Far Point’s website, at Far Point ventures. The
investor deck that will be presented as part of today’s discussion has been publicly
filed with the SEC and posted on Far Point’s website, where it’s available for
download. Please review the disclaimers included therein and refer to that as the
guide for today’s call.
As for everyone on the phone, Far Point and Global Blue will not be fielding any
questions on today’s call. Also, statements that we make during this call that are
not statements of historical fact constitute forward -looking statements that are
subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause our actual results
to differ from historical results and/or from our forecasts, including those set forth
in Far Point’s Form 8K, filed today and the exhibits thereto. For more information,
please refer to the risks, uncertainties and other factors discussed in Far Point’s
SEC filings.
All cautionary statements that we make during this call are applicable to any of
the forward-looking statements we make, whenever they appear, and you should
carefully consider the risks, uncertainties and other factors discussed in Far Point’s
SEC filings. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements which we
assume no responsibility for updating.
Hosting today’s call are Tom Farley, Chief Executive Officer of Far Point, and
Jacques Stern, Chief Executive Officer of Global Blue, and I’ll now turn the call
over to Tom Farley.

Tom Farley
Thanks so much Hugh. We’re very excited to be with you this morning to tell you
about this exciting transaction and to take you through the abridged version of the
investor presentation.
When we started Far Point, we thought there were several opportunities, m any
opportunities, to invest in financial technology businesses that were strategic and
would create opportunities for our investors. We spent over a year evaluating
close to 150 such companies and met with over 100 CEOs. Well, we’re back today
with the most exciting transaction and company that we spent time with , and that
is Global Blue.
As a financial matter, we view this as an attractive transaction. We’re investing
at a valuation of 12-times forward enterprise value to EBITDA. This is a business
that is growing 8% organically year to date; it generates 42% EBITDA margins.
It’s a strong, strong investment from a financial perspective , but we’re even more
excited to talk about this business and how strategic it is.
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Global Blue operates principally in the cross-border transaction space. For those
of you who haven’t spent as much time in the cross-border transaction space, let
me give you an interesting statistic. If you look at the major card networks, 4%
or 5% of their volume is in cross-border transactions but over 40% of their
revenue. It is a lucrative and attractive, let’s call it, sub -space within payments.
Secondly, Global Blue operates in another strategic area, which is consumer data.
Global Blue, as you will hear, has a unique trove of consumer data that can be
very helpful to Global Blue’s merchant customers. But don’t take my word for it :
the strategic nature of this business is underpinned – or I should say is underlined
– by the investment by Ant Financial, and we’re very excited to announce that this
morning. Ant Financial will be investing $125 million in the business. I’m sure
most of you are quite familiar with Ant Financial, but Ant Financial is one of the
fastest-growing companies in the world, one of the most sophisticated and
respected financial technology businesses in the world . And as Ant Financial looks
to grow their business in Europe and Asia and elsewhere, in cross -border
transactions and in consumer data, they view Global Blue as an interesting
investment and a long-term partner.
I’d like to also tell you about the management of this business, which I consider
the kind of ace – ace up your sleeve. Jacques Stern is the CEO of this business.
Jacques ran public company Edenred, actually quite a comparable business t o this
business, Global Blue, for many years. And he ran it for many years as a public
company, and for many years he added value to investors. So, this is a very
experienced CEO and he’s somebody who has built this business, Global Blue, for
four years and done all the right things to position this as a public company. You’ll
hear a lot from Jacques in just a moment. He also has his CFO from those days,
Loïc, who is also a seasoned public company executive.
So, we have got a strategic investment at a prudent valuation, with a great partner
and great management team. In terms of the transaction itself, we’ll be investing
$1 billion, that’s split between roughly $650 million of funds in trust for Far Point
and $350 million of a PIPE transaction. $125 million will come from Ant Financial,
$100 million will come from Third Point and $125 million will come from a number
of institutional investors, including both existing and new institutional investors, a
combination of long-only and fundamental-value-type investors. And this PIPE was
sought after. We had to – it was oversubscribed, we cut back investors; we feel
very good about our go-forward investment base. The valuation of the business is
about $2.6 billion, and as I mentioned at the outset, the enterprise-to-EBITDA
multiple reflects a valuation of 12 times.
So, with that, I’ll hand it over to my colleague, Jacques Stern, who will start the
presentation on slide five to take you through the business.

Jacques Stern
Morning everyone.
Thank you Tom for this introduction.
So, slide five, as
mentioned, you have the positioning of Global Blue. So, we are a B2B company.
Our main clients are luxury merchants such as Hermès, Louis Vuitton but also large
department stores like Harrods or Selfridges. We have a network of 300,000 stores
in the world which are connecting to our network. And, basically, what we do for
them is technology and payments on the back of two processes. One, which is
called tax-free shopping, which basically is a way for an internat ional traveller to
recover their VAT when they are buying abroad. And the second one, which is
dynamic currency conversion, which is a way for international shoppers to pay
abroad in their own currency.
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So, you have understood that the international shoppers are in the DNA of our
company and they represent, for our clients, a very important part of their
revenue. If you think that in Europe, for example, an Hermès or Louis Vuitton,
50% of their revenue will be done by non-domestic customers, so with international
shoppers, we are serving the merchants from that point of view. But we do more
than technology, tax-free and added-value payment services. As mentioned by
Tom, through the process of the tax-free, we collect an incredible level of data
because we know who is buying where, what and when; and so, with this data, we
help our clients to identify the way to capture the growth of the international
shopper and through our targeted marketing solutions, we basically help them to
create footfall and to transform this footfall into sales.
If you go to the page six, which gives you the Global Blue at a glance, you can see
that tax-free shopping represents 85% of our revenue. So, let me first explain
what is this business. As I said, it’s on the back of a regulation which is called
VAT, which is not present in the US but in 170 countries in the world. When you
are a foreigner, when you export a good that you have bought, you recover the
VAT and this is present in around 70 countries in the world.
What we do is basically managing this process, as I said, on behalf of our clients.
It represents 85% of the total of our business and we manage for our clients a
total sales in store value, or gross merchandise, of €18 billion, mostly luxury –
80% of this €18 billion is coming from the purchase of luxury goods.
Who are the shoppers? To be very simple, they are mainly coming from emerging
countries, China in particular, but also Southeast Asia, Russia or the Middle East.
And where are they shopping?
They are mainly shopping in Europe, which
represents 70% of our business, but they are also shopping in Asia, in particular
in Japan, Singapore or Korea, which represents 30% of our business. They don’t
shop in the US, or they shop in the US but without tax-free, given the structure of
the sales tax in the US, without a capability to recover the sales tax and the
absence of VAT. So, we own 70% of this business worldwide. We are the
number one by far, and we manage 36 million transactions per year, for an
equivalent of 30 million international shoppers.
The second part of our business, added-value payments solutions, represents 15%
of our revenue for a total sales in store of €4.4 billion, and we are the number two
in the world in this business, which is more known and is a dynamic currency
choice. And we own 20% worldwide of this business.
You can see, on the bottom of the page six, what are the key elements in terms of
P&L of our business. We are a transactional business. From that point of view,
our revenue is a percentage of the volume we manage, slightly lower than 2%, at
– for this year, ending March 2020 – €430 million expected. You see that, like in
many payment companies, we have a high fixed cost base, 60%, which drives a
high EBITDA margin, around 42%. And because we are in technology, we are a
low-capex company and our cash flow conversion is 85%.
If you move to page seven, you basically have three elements which are important
in our story, which is that we are helped – or the growth of the business is helped
– by three macro drivers. The first one is emerging market dynamic s. As I was
mentioning two minutes ago, 70% of the consumers, the end consumers, are
coming from emerging countries, and we have demonstrated that there’s a
correlation of 97% - so it’s extra important – between the middle-class growth in
emerging countries, the fact that they travel abroad and, when they are abroad,
that they are shopping abroad.
And obviously the expectation in the next
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five years is that this trend of arrival of emerging shoppers into Europe from APAC
will be 9%, so a very strong element which is fuelling our long -term growth.
The second element of our macro-driven growth is the digitalization. It’s a process
which used to be mainly a database but is now more and more digitalized end-toend. And what we have demonstrated also there is when we digitali ze in the store,
at the airports, all the process, we are capable to increase what we call the success
ratio. So what is the success ratio? It’s basically the fact that we still have only
39% of the consumers which are eligible which are using the tax -free. So, many
people either do not know that they can benefit from this advantage or, if they
know, they are not using it. Digitalization helps tremendously, and we have
demonstrated that when a country is fully digital, it can increase by one point
every year this success ratio, which is double of the stats when we have no digital.
And the third element is the VAT dynamic. More and more countries have adopted
VAT. 40 years ago, there was only one country in the world with VAT; today, it is
170 and among those, 73 today are using tax-free VAT refunds. And obviously our
expectation is that in the next few years we would continue to add new countries,
like Russia that we added last year, or, very recently, Kazakhstan, that we opened
a few days ago. And the pitch to the government for them t o use that is that,
really, through the tax-free they can be more attractive – i.e., that they attract
more international shoppers in their country, develop their tourism and they spend
more on the hotel, more on entertainment – so it’s a kind of win-win situation.
If you go to page eight, you have the key elements of why Global Blue has a
competitive advantage in this business. First, because we have 70% of the market;
the number two has 22%. So, we are more than three times bigger than the
number two. Second, because we have a portfolio of iconic luxury brands – from
Prada to Bvlgari, from Hermès to Sandro to Louis Vuitton – but also big department
stores: Selfridges, Harrods, Galeries Lafayette, Tiffany, or Cartier, which are
watches and jewellery, and this is a business where the churn is very low. The
gross churn is 3% in the last five years, and to mention that we have been able to
grow our market share in in the last five years, as we had a positive net churn of
1%.
One of the key elements in the business – and I’m sure that in the next weeks
when we will see you, we will be able to elaborate more on that –is our
fully-integrated in-house technology platform, connected on the upstream with
POS and PSP at the merchant. So, very integrated with the merchant but also
downstream with payment partners such as Alipay but also Visa, Mastercard and
obviously with customs.
This is a business which needs a deep domain expertise in terms of compliance.
We are doing this business for more than 4 0 years, and this is one of the barriers
to entry of the many barriers to entry, I would say, which is why, at the end, in
summary, we have 70% market share.
So, page nine, you have the key elements of our strategy. Obviously, the three
macro factors that I was just mentioning are the basis of our strategy but how the
management is looking to increase our capability to leverage those macro drivers,
I would say three elements to have in mind. First, digitalization, which helps us
to increase the penetration, the famous success ratio that I was mentioning a few
minutes ago.
Innovation is key in our business because it’s helped us to
differentiate from our competitors, the number two but also small players which
can exist country by country. And from that point of view, the commercial
agreement that we have signed with Ant Financial will help us to continue to further
innovate and to be leading this innovation. And obviously public affair s, which is
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a way for us to expand the market by showing to countries which have VAT how
they can leverage this VAT refund scheme to better attract consumers coming from
abroad.
But the strategy is also about how we can create, when we have the volume, more
revenue per transaction. And there we have developed in recent ye ars, I would
say, a formula which is based on the incredible level of data that we have. Again,
through the passport data that we collect, we know everything about the consumer.
And because we capture in the store what has been bought by SKU, which is wh at
is needed by the process of the tax-free, we are able to really have a level of detail
which is really incredible compared to any players, even the schemes, for example,
we have much more data.
What we do with this data is, basically, because of our ma rket share of 70%, we
are able to identify for our clients where they can do better than their benchmark
or what they do less better compared to their benchmark and therefore we can
identify how they can basically increase their revenue. Our market in dig ital
solutions helps them when you have identified how to create the footfall into their
store and, through our sales technology and techniques, we are capable to
transform this footfall into revenue. And the end element that we do in order to
differentiate to our competition is we help our clients to basically improve the
experience because, in our business, a better experience leads to a better success
ratio, which leads to a better level of revenue for our clients and for us.
The last pieces of the business strategy for this company is around M&A. We did
not do any M&A in the last four years. With, now, this listing in the US through
the combination with Far Point, we believe that we have, in the four buckets which
are mentioned in page nine, capability to do bolt-on M&A in information services,
leveraging already the data we have; consumer digital marketing, leveraging also
what we are doing but also in terms of technology and payment at point of sales,
where we believe we can render more service to our existing B2B clients; and
obviously into the segment of the added-value payment services, where we can
increase either our footprint in terms of geography or the verticals where we can
serve our clients.
If you turn the page, page ten, you’ll see the long-term, I would say, track record
of Global Blue as a company. In terms of sales in store, we have been able to
push the 15% volume growth, which has translated into an 11% revenue CAGR in
the last ten years. In terms of profitability, we have, as ment ioned, an EBITDA
margin of 41%, which has increased substantially compared to ten years ago,
which was 23% on the back of the model, which is 60% fixed cost. As mentioned
already, as a cash flow-generative business, our capex is basically only technology
and it represents 15% of our adjusted EBITDA. And last but not least, a strong
capability to deliver shareholders return through an effective tax rate which has
been 22-23% in the last ten years.
So, on the back of these, I would say, long-term trends, what is our mid-term
objective? You have that, page 11. In terms of revenue, we believe that we can
deliver 3-6% annual growth in the next three years. In terms of adjusted EBITDA
margin, an increase of at least 200 basis points over the mid-term, which
translates with an objective of around 24% of tax, to a clear EPS which would be
high-single-digit growth for the year starting March 2021.
In terms of capital structure, we will, at closing, be at 3.3 and we will use the cash
flow generation to rapidly go to 2.5, which we believe is a kind of market practice
and we want to be there. And in terms of capital return, we are looking to around
€40 million either dividend or share buyback to be done in September 2021, which
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would be the first time after the close of the year, which would represent,
compared to the value mentioned by Tom, a yield of around – a little bit more than
2% and a pay out of around 40% compared to next year’s result.
And that’s it from me. Tom, I leave you the floor.

Tom Farley
Thanks Jacques. Those are the reasons why we’re so excited.
Flipping to slide 12, just to give you a sense how we thought about valuation and
comparable companies, the integrated networks, with which Jacques has a great
deal of experience – recall that I mentioned he was the CEO of Edenred, as a public
company – they are very similar to Global Blue in a number of respects. They’re
closed loops, like Global Blue; they have access to very interesting data, also like
Global Blue and they are principally involved in the payment process. So, we
certainly spent a lot of time looking at those companies. We also looked a lot at
the biggest, I’ll call it, merchant acquirers, or the biggest kind of known payments
guys, so Visa, Global Payments, FIS. Global Blue is, in many different respects,
integrated with these guys and acts as a partner. Global Blue has integrated with
over 200 point-of-sale systems, software systems, and also integrates directly with
gateways and the acquirers and so has a number of similarities to their businesses.
We spend a lot of time looking at the valuations of those businesses and , to a much
lesser extent, the card networks. But given the strategic nature of Global Blue in
the payment process, we kept an eye on the card network valuations.
Flipping to slide 12 – pardon me, 13 – you’ll see, in every respect, this transaction
is a significant valuation to the comparable compan ies, anywhere from 25-40% if
you look at the integrated networks and the other payments guys. And no matter
what valuation metric you look at – EBITDA, PE, cash flow – this transaction stacks
up quite well.
Flipping to slide 14 and concluding, thank you again for being here this morning.
In conclusion, we’re excited about this for a number of reasons. I mean , it’s really
a laundry list of compelling attributes. I mean , first, this is a very strategic
business, as I spoke about, in the cross-border payment space and in the consumer
data space. That strategic nature is evidenced by the exciting investment by
Ant Financial. It also has a great business model, as Jacques described : 42%
EBITDA margins, highly cash-generative. Again, a revenue growth of 8%, steady
over the last four quarters – it’s a consistent grower. And it’s a business we expect
to grow in the future because it has a real secular growth driver, which is the
emerging middle class, upper class in emerging markets. They want to travel,
they want to buy goods and Global Blue is there to serve them. And, finally, as I
just touched on, on the last slide, it’s a very compelling valuation. And you wrap
all that with a great management team that I’m excited to work with. And we were
eager to announce this transaction this morning and bring it to all of you.
Thanks for listening to this and we’ll report back with new information as we go
along.

Operator
This now concludes today’s call.
you can now disconnect.

So, thank you all very much for attending and
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